
Compiling the latest edition of Viewpoint was 
a fascinating experience. It is humbling to 
see what we have achieved since the last 

edition, and I am proud to see that our work has 
made a notable impact on Australia’s commercial 
road transport industry. Our engineering team is 
working tirelessly to make your transport operation 
more efficient, safe and cost-effective, and our 
manufacturing department is crafting every single 
trailer to the highest quality standard.

Our automatic buckle-less curtain system has 
set a new benchmark for OH&S friendly transport 
equipment, and it’s safe to say our auto mezzanine 
technology has created quite a stir as well since 
we introduced it to the market. 

It’s a remarkable story, but if you know 
Vawdrey, you’ll also know that we won’t rest 
on our laurels but keep working hard to provide 

new and exciting solutions tailored to your line 
of business. 

To accommodate our growing clientele in the 
strong Queensland market, for instance, we are 
currently expanding our footprint in the Brisbane 
area. Our second facility in the Sunshine State 
will be factory owned and operated to ensure you 
receive the same service everywhere in Australia.  

I look forward to spending a large amount of 
time with our valued Queensland clients and, of 
course, our highly knowledgeable local team to 
learn more about this exciting marketplace. We 
expect the factory to be operational in 2014, but I 
will keep you well informed on the progress of this 
world-class facility as it comes along.

Until then, we might meet at one of the 
national trade shows Vawdrey will be attending 
in 2013. It’s always a great opportunity to meet 

people face-to-face and see how they react to our 
product line-up. Personally, I think it’s the best way 
to evaluate what’s really important to you – and 
the success of our most recent developments is 
proof that we have listened carefully. 

So many game-changing conversations in our 
industry have only happened because the right 
people met in the right place at the right time, so 
please come and see us in Brisbane and Perth. It 
will be a pleasure to meet you.

Paul Vawdrey
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THRIVE   
Being open to innovation helped the Glen Cameron Group build a unique business ecosystem 
that has been able to facilitate growth since 1975. To maintain that competitive advantage, 
the family business has invested in Vawdrey’s latest buckle-less curtain system.

As one of Australia’s leading logistics 
companies, Melbourne’s Glen Cameron 
Group has created a truly national footprint 

including all key retail businesses – metropolitan 
and regional. To consistently meet the demands 
of blue chip clients in the food sector, the family 
business has forged a strong partnership with local 
trailer building expert Vawdrey – a relationship that 
has been maintained for 30 years and counting.  

“At Cameron, we are all committed to growing 
and nurturing the business Glen Cameron has 
built up, so there is no standing still in regard 
to fleet management. Vawdrey is one key 
manufacturer who has proven time and time 
again that it can provide a high quality trailer 
without much lead time, which is why we have 
always stuck with the brand,” says Bruce Forsyth, 
Cameron’s General Manager. 

“We pride ourselves in providing a quick and 
reliable transport service, so if a client has an 
urgent job – even it’s a large one – we need to 
make sure we have the vehicle numbers to back 
up that demand. There’s nothing worse than 
locking in a date of service and not having the 
wheels to start on time.” 

Next to innovation, growth is one key value 
driving the Glen Cameron Group. So when the 
company won a contract to haul ‘Masters Home 
Improvement’ products in the first half of 2012, 
Cameron management immediately began tailoring 
a fleet to suit the home improvement chain. 

By October 2012, it placed an order for nine 
custom-built Vawdrey curtain-siders, and now, all 
nine have entered into service.

“Masters is Woolworths’ home improvement 
and hardware store, so as you can imagine, 

there is a lot of freight to be shipped from and to 
Masters’ warehouses around the country. And now 
that they are frequently used as an online store as 
well, that demand is growing by the day, leaving 
absolutely no margin for error,” Bruce says.

Each new ‘Titeliner’ can carry up to 24-pallets, 
which are secured by load restraint curtains 
all displaying the Masters logo. Each curtain 
is equipped with Vawdrey’s much talked-
about automatic opening system – virtually 
waiving the need to handle traditional buckles. 
According to Bruce, the automatic buckle-less 
curtain technology is what really led to Cameron 
management deciding on Vawdrey again.

“There is never an issue with the build quality 
of the trailer itself, as Vawdrey consistently excels 
in this department. But the real feature that we like 
on these new trailers is the buckle-less option,” 

he says. “The system allows the operator to open 
and close the curtain without having to open and 
close each individual buckle, radically accelerating 
the loading and unloading procedure. On top of 
that, it decreases injury risks because our drivers 
don’t have to handle gates or buckles manually 
anymore, which is a major improvement from an 
OH&S perspective.”

A second improvement the Glen Cameron 
Group will stand to benefit from is the increased 
capacity of each trailer. “Some of our old 
equipment was only able to carry a maximum of 
20 pallets. Now Vawdrey has upped the ante by 
building a semi that can accommodate 24 pallets,” 
Bruce adds.

“As a business, we are observing the 
changing legislation in regards to heavy vehicle 
transport size very closely and try to move with 

those changes to maximise our productivity. 
That’s where Vawdrey can really help national 
fleets like us because they are always innovative 
and improving their portfolio to suit those legal 
requirements.

“However, the winning factor still is the buckle-
less load restraint curtain system, because it can 
increase both productivity and operator safety at 
once, all while preserving the integrity of the our 
clients’ product. What more could you want?”

 As one of Australia’s leading transport 
providers, operating since 1975, the Glen 
Cameron Group has grown to become a 
multimillion-dollar logistics operation managing 
100,000m² of warehouse space and a national 
fleet of 300 trailers, servicing all the major cities – 
Melbourne, Adelaide, Perth, Sydney and Brisbane.

Over the decades, Glen Cameron has divided 

the business into five major divisions: local 
trucking, couriers, warehousing, third party 
logistics and interstate transport. The development 
of independent business units has given the Glen 
Cameron Group the opportunity to be a “one-stop-
shop” offering integrated logistics solutions across 
Australia. What hasn’t changed, though, is the 
close relationship between Cameron and Vawdrey.

“Our line haul business is mostly based on 
B-doubles, and our metropolitan business is 
typically single trailer-based,” says Bruce. “We 
use a combination of flat deck curtain-siders, 
mezzanine curtain-siders, three-zone freezer 
chiller trailers, refrigerated trailers, and even some 
flat top trailers. Vawdrey has built large percentage 
of those and that’s a testament to the strong 
relationship that Glen built with them back we 
started the business.”

BUCKLE-LESS CURTAIN HELPS BLUE CHIP CLIENT
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EMBRACING THE 

To maintain an innovative edge in Australia’s demanding commercial road transport industry, 
Vawdrey has developed a new automatic mezzanine deck that can not only provide extra payload, 
but also improve a company’s OH&S rating. Toll Express recognised the potential from day one.

Knowing that a nationwide network of factory-owned and operated service 
centres is the best way to ensure perfect product back up, service and support, 
Vawdrey Australia will soon open a new branch in Queensland. Succeeding the 
company’s exisiting12-bay service centre in Darra, Vawdrey’s future Queensland 
head office will be located in the suburb of Larapinta in the south of Brisbane.

Bearing the vibrant new Toll livery, Vawdrey’s 
new auto mezzanine deck rigid model caused a 
stir in the industry as soon as it left the factory 

floor in Melbourne’s outer suburb of Dandenong. 
“Our clientele is just startled by how much we 

fit into a single rigid truck,” says Ross Longmire, 
National Strategic Operations Manager at Toll 
Express. “Fleet-wide, we see a significant increase 
in productivity, and we believe it will give us a 
competitive advantage in the long-term.”

According to Vawdrey’s National Sales Director, 
Paul Vawdrey, that verdict is hardly a surprise. “Using 
our system, you can basically double the pallet space 
per vehicle,” he says. “Our system can create up 
to 28 pallet spaces in a standard rigid vehicle and 
make it almost as efficient as an articulated semi.”

According to Paul, the auto mezzanine deck 
model enables the driver to raise or lower the 
mezzanine deck at the push of a button. “Once 
the air-operated locking pins are engaged, each 
deck can carry a load of up to six tonne.”

But, the real advantage is on the OH&S side, 
says Paul. “There is no need to climb onto the 
platform to relocate the corner saddles while a forklift 
is balancing the deck in mid-air,” he explains. 

In the field, strict OH&S policies often prohibit 
the manual adjustment of mezzanine decks at the 
venue, creating an urgent need for a practical solution 
like the new auto deck – especially in the express 
service segment that has to deal with time-sensitive 
freight. “We have experienced numerous occasions 
where a B-double is unloaded, but the driver has to 
leave the yard and get the decks adjusted before 
the trailer will be loaded again. By the time he 
returns, he has not only lost an hour or two – he 
has also been waiting in the queue to be loaded.”

Based on that experience, Vawdrey actively 
consulted the country’s leading experts in 
commercial road transportation when developing 
the new auto deck system. Ross Longmire, for 
instance, has been part of the project since day 
one. An accountant by trade, he trialled the product 

almost a year before it came to the market. “We’ve 
been involved in every step of the development 
to make it as user-friendly as possible,” he says. 
“We regularly interviewed our drivers to find out 
whether all switches were in the right position, for 
example. There is a lot of fine-tuning involved.”

In the future, the auto deck will be fitted to 
about 90 per cent of the vast Toll Express rigid 
fleet. “The calculation is simple,” says Ross. 
“Less downtime, plus less risk, plus more payload 
equates to more efficiency on every level. In 
that sense, it really is the next big thing.”

“A lthough we’ve only been present in 
the Darra area since 2011, we felt 
it was in our best interest to expand 

our services and add space to accommodate 
our growing clientele in the region,” says Shayne 
Nichols, Queensland State Manager for Vawdrey. 

According to Shayne, the new facility will 
feature a sizable showroom to present the 
Victorian-built trailers in the right atmosphere. 
The purpose-built sales and service centre 
will be one of the largest Vawdrey facilities 
in the country, boasting 18 bays and enough 
space for any kind of combination.

Due to open in 2014, the new facility is 
situated next to the Logan Motorway at 10 Axis 
Place in the transport hub of Larapinta. “It’s a 
B-double friendly layout able to accommodate 
the growing demand for technical support, 
repairs and service,” says Shayne.

“Once in operation, we will be able to carry 
out more jobs at the one time as we will have 
access to overhead cranes, dedicated accident 
damage repair areas, additional oven bake 
spray booths and a full trailer wash section.

“At the end of the day, we want to give 
Vawdrey as much exposure as possible in a 

very busy transport area here in Queensland by 
getting the company closer to all the key transport 
companies. It’s all about giving them the best 
possible solution for their operation. That’s what 
Vawdrey’s dedicated customer service is about 
and we’ll continue to do that going forward.”

The new facility will succeed Vawdrey’s 12-
bay service centre in Darra, which was opened 
in 2011 to accommodate growing demand for 
Vawdrey equipment along the eastern seaboard. 
The Darra facility is strategically located at the 
Centenary Motorway/Ipswich Road junction, 
15 kilometres north of the future head office. 
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AUTO MEZZ DECK TECHNOLOGY: 

Tasmania has a reputation as a gourmet’s 
paradise – the state’s cool climate, fresh 
air, pure water and fertile soil produce 

a wide variety of fresh produce, making 
agriculture a key part of the local economy.

For more than 20 years, SRT Logistics has 
been capitalising on the island’s flourishing 
food industry, carting perishable freight to food 
manufacturing sites, wholesale and retail outlets 
throughout Tasmania. Based in Hobart, the company 
also transports freight across to the mainland, 
delivering refrigerated food and dry goods to 
a cold storage depot in Melbourne, where it is 
then distributed to clients all around Victoria.

To ensure a premium service that is just as well 
regarded as the high quality produce they cart, SRT 
has a capital of more than 200 staff and deploy a 
fleet of 40 prime movers, 20 rigids and 85 trailers.

“We started working with Vawdrey almost 

10 years ago with the intention of improving our 
fleet and increasing productivity,” says Rob Miller, 
General Manager at SRT Logistics. “Vawdrey stand 
for the same ideals we have as a company, which 
is providing a quality, reliable and time-focused 
service. We felt that by partnering with Vawdrey, 
their expertise in trailer design would give us a 
competitive advantage over the long-term.”

Determined to comply with strict OH&S 
regulations, Rob consulted Vawdrey’s National Sales 
Manager, Justin Simmonds. “SRT had specific 
requirements that included maximising cubic space 
for pallets without comprising the safety of the 
operator, and determining how the trailers would 
suit the shipping vessel it would travel on,” Justin 
says. “After a number of proposals over a six month 
process, we agreed upon a particular design. But 
credit to SRT who were willing to embrace new 
concepts that would benefit their operation.”

As a result, SRT did not hesitate to order four 
new drop deck curtain-siders all incorporating 
Vawdrey’s auto mezzanine deck technology. 

“Choosing the new auto deck Vawdrey model 
was a no-brainer,” says Rob. “Each drop deck 

Since Vawdrey first revealed an automatic mezzanine deck 
in early 2010, the new technology has been turning heads 
throughout the country. In fact, it spread so fast that not 
even the Bass Strait could halt its momentum, when SRT 
Logistics brought the innovative system to Tasmania.

DOUBLING PALLET SPACE, MAXIMISING SAFETY

semi is 10.5m in length, so it was vital to be able to 
maximise cubic space on the inside – and Vawdrey 
is the only company that can offer an OH&S friendly 
system that is fully automatic. Since they’ve been 
on the market, they have sold hundreds of these 
units, which is basically speaking for itself.

“The mezz deck system allows us to basically 
double the pallet space per trailer, which is key 
when freighting fresh produce over to Melbourne 
and bringing beverages back to Tasmania. 
To be able to carry those two products in one 
trailer shows how flexible the application is.”

The idea behind Vawdrey’s auto mezzanine 
solution is simple, but inventive. It allows the 
operator to raise or lower every deck individually 
by using a remote control, without having to 
climb the load platform and handle it manually. 
“There is no need for someone to climb onto the 
platform to relocate the corner saddles while a 
forklift is balancing the deck in mid-air, which is 
a workplace accident waiting to happen,” Rob 
says. “Safety is our biggest priority and that is 
what Vawdrey has addressed in these trailers.”

Once the air-operated locking pins are 
engaged, each deck can carry a load of up to six 
tonnes. “From a commercial point of view, the 
Vawdrey system can create an additional seven 
to eight pallet spaces on top of the conventional 
22 pallets, which is a huge upgrade on such a 
short trailer,” Rob says. “And due to the split deck 
design, it can still provide maximum flexibility 
in case the load is larger. That kind of flexibility 

can also save on shipping costs for the client.
“Another key aspect is that the system is able 

to reduce the amount time wasted in changing the 
deck position. Some companies won’t allow you 
to change the height of the decks on site, so that 
means the operator must go back to a depot and 

change the decks there, then come back and load 
the new freight. All this equates to about four to 
five non-productive hours per run. Fortunately, that 
is no longer an issue with the Vawdrey system.

“Having developed more than 200 automated 
decks and putting all of them in circulation has 
given us the opportunity to gain extensive operator 
feedback,” Justin adds. “As a result of those 
evaluations, we’ve been able to further develop 
and refine the technology, as well as improve our 
design incorporating some key safety features.”

All four of the new drop deck curtain-siders 
are currently shuttling between Tasmania and 
Melbourne. They operate on a six-day weekly 

schedule, and are shipped back and forth over 
the Bass Strait on a ship. Since the goods have 
to be refrigerated, each trailer has an in-built 
diesel-electric powered fridge. “While on the 
road the diesel powers the unit, but once we 
store the trailers inside the vessel, they are 

plugged into electric terminals on the ship to 
keep our shipments cool,” Rob explains. 

After a short time in service, Rob says the 
mezzanine decks are already generating plenty 
of interest from SRT’s clientele. “SRT Logistics 
exists in a market where the demand to freight 
different types of perishable goods is constant. 
We’ve barely had the drop decks operating a 
month and already we have taken on additional 
contracts due to the new system. It turns out 
some of our clients, by word of mouth, have 
mentioned the automated mezz deck technology 
to acquaintances in the industry and they have 
turned around and approached us with new work.”

“ Having developed more than 200 automated decks and 
putting all of them in circulation has given us the opportunity 
to gain extensive operator feedback. As a result of those 
evaluations, we’ve been able to further develop and refine the 
technology, as well as improve our design incorporating some 
key safety features.”
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The APLNG Project is a coal seam gas to liquefied 
natural gas project supplying commercial 
markets both locally and overseas. According 

to APLNG, it will be a source of major investment 
through to 2020, creating around 6,000 jobs 
throughout the life of the Project, as well as increasing 
local skills and boosting the region’s economy.

Next to the 6,000 direct jobs created during 
the peak construction phase, there is a substantial 
amount of work indirectly associated with the 
Project. Simon Project Logistics, a division of Simon 
National Carriers, for instance, has been chosen 
to support the construction of key infrastructure – 
including a 530km main gas transmission pipeline 
and some 150km of smaller transmission pipelines 
around Queensland. The main line will begin north 
of Miles and continue north through Banana Shire 
before turning east towards an LNG processing 
plant on Curtis Island, off shore from Gladstone.

“It’s exciting to be part of such a giant project,” 

says David Simon, Managing Director of the 
eponymous family-business. “It will create a new, 
long-term gas processing and export industry in 
Queensland that could generate significant benefits 
for the local economy, also in regard to our industry.”

Simon National Carriers have been assigned 
to transport the predominantly 42-inch (1050mm) 
high grade steel pipeline, as well as the smaller 
diameter pipelines, which range in size from 18-inch 
(450mm) to 36-inch (900mm) in diameter. “It’s a 
specialist’s job demanding just-in-time delivery, so 
we cannot afford any unwanted downtime,” says 
David, revealing that the project is anticipated to 
spend approximately $35 billion through to 2020.

However, timely delivery is only one challenge 
the Simon team has to face. The combination of 
rough country roads and heavy freight can be a 
real strain on the equipment in use, so choosing 
the right gear for the job is just as important 
as precise scheduling, according to David.

Although LNG export is a relatively young industry in Australia, the Australia 
Pacific LNG (APLNG) Project in Queensland has already become a driving force 
to the region’s economic development. Using Vawdrey equipment, Simon 
National Carriers is one transport expert capitalising on this new industry. 

BOOSTING AUSTRALIA’S  
RESOURCES INDUSTRY

VAWDREY To meet that second challenge, David 
asked Victorian-based trailer specialist, 
Vawdrey, to design an extendable flat top 
that would not only be able to endure the 
harsh environment in southeast Queensland, 
but also weigh in at the lowest possible 
weight. Plus, the unit needed to be 
flexible enough to be used in a B-double 
combination once the project is complete.

“Payload is everything in the resources 
industry,” says David. “If the trailer is too 
heavy, we would have no choice but to send it 
back. There is absolutely no margin for extra 
weight, and Vawdrey has done a great job 
keeping the design as lightweight as possible. 
And, most importantly, we can be sure every 
trailer will be built 100 per cent on spec.”

Despite the strong focus on weight, 
David is renowned for not compromising 
on build quality. “Carting a high grade steel 
pipeline is no easy job, especially when 
you travel on a dirt road in the middle of 
nowhere, so reliability is everything – even 

though you may have to pay the price 
for it. That’s why we chose BPW’s tried 
and proven airbag suspension, and will fit 
all vehicles with EBS going forward.”

So far, Simon National Carriers has taken 
delivery of 21 lightweight B-doubles built by 
Vawdrey – including some additional trailers 
since the project got underway. “There was 
a point in time when we realised that our 
existing fleet would not be sufficient, so 
we got in touch with Vawdrey, who were 
able to respond promptly. It’s that mixture 
of flexibility and speed we really appreciate 
about them,” David adds, emphasizing that 
Vawdrey’s long-standing expertise proved a 
great help in choosing the right equipment.

“We know that working in the resource 
business is a tough job,” says Paul Vawdrey, 
National Sales Director at Vawdrey Australia. 
“In the CSG industry, time is worth a lot of 
money, so you need the best equipment you 
can get – quite often without any lead time. 

“For us at Vawdrey, that means we have 
to provide a premium product in less time, 
while continually optimising the design in 
regard to weight and overall strength. It’s a job 
only few can master without compromising 
on quality, and I am proud to say we can.”

According to Paul, the Spring Gully and 
Fairview fields in the Bowen Basin and the 
Talinga field in the Surat Basin are world-
class in terms of their scale and productivity, 
“so you need world-class equipment to 
get the job done. It’s that simple.”

   There is absolutely no 
margin for extra weight, 
and Vawdrey has done 
a great job keeping the 
design as lightweight  

as possible.

“

“
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As a 24/7 freight service covering South 
Australia, Victoria and New South Wales, 
Wightman Transport has to take a whole 

lot of variables into consideration that may affect 
the ongoing success of the business – including 
traffic, staff health and safety, and even the 
weather forecast. The company’s transport 
equipment, however, needs to be reliable enough 
to take at least one unknown out of the equation – 
and to ensure just that, Wightman has tapped the 
expertise of Melbourne trailer specialist Vawdrey.

“When a multi-million dollar retail business 
is entrusting you with stocking a branch, you 
better make sure the shelves are filled before 
the customers come in the morning,” says Peter 

Starke, Director at Wightman Transport. “There’s 
literally no room for error in the retail business.” 

As a result, Peter is very selective when 
ordering new transport equipment. “While 
we never place a single order, we do have a 
policy to test a handful of trailers out in the 
field first before we decide to go ahead. If 
they convince us, we can talk business.”

At that stage, a Wightman order can 
include up to ten trailers at once, according 
to Peter. “When we know a product is up to 
scratch, we’ll back it if the pricing is right.”

That mentality is exactly how Peter decided 
to purchase 10 new Vawdrey ‘Titeliners’ in 
B-double configuration. Each B-double is based 

on a 7.6-metre lead trailer pulling a 13.6-metre 
B-trailer, with a joint maximum load capacity of up 
to 34-pallets – 12 in the front and 22 in the rear. 

More importantly, however, the A-trailers 
come with a roll back option. Once they are 
firmly based on the Jost landing legs Vawdrey 
recommended, they can be left at a dock for 
unloading or loading. “The fact that the body 
can just slide to the back makes work in the 
retail game a lot more convenient,” Peter says.

But the most effective part of the configuration, 
according to Peter, is the pneumatic side 
hinge coaming system that allows for safe 
rear loading in both trailers. “The system helps 
immensely when forklift drivers are loading 

NEW SIDE HINGE COAMING SYSTEM: 

There is no standing still in the general freight game, especially when working interstate and 
for an array of blue chip clients that expect nothing but perfection. To ensure it can stand the 
pace, Adelaide freight company Wightman Transport uses Vawdrey-built transport equipment. 

ADDED SAFETY FOR          REAR LOADING  
freight from the rear, and it’s easy to use as it 
can be operated at the push of a button.”

Load restraint was also a consideration when 
speccing the armada of custom-built Titeliners, 
which is why Vawdrey fitted Attard’s load restraint 
Cable Curtain system. The system is based on 
solid cables fabricated into the curtains that form 
a reliable, NTC-rated load restraint. “The cable 
curtains basically act as standard curtains, but 
eliminate the need for gates in many instances,” 
Peter says. “This benefits our drivers greatly since 
they don’t have to lift heavy gates in and out of 
the trailers, so it prevents a potential OH&S issue.” 
All of the 10 combinations are now in service. 

One of Wightman’s biggest clients is WA 
public company Wesfarmers, owners of renowned 
retailing giant the Coles Group, whose household 
labels include supermarket chain Coles, Liquor 
Land and K-Mart. Wightman took hold of an 
additional contract for Wesfarmers in January, 
supplying all 11 K-Mart local stores in Adelaide 

as well as two regional K-Mart outlets in Port 
Lincoln and Port Pirie, with all deliveries coming 
out of Melbourne via its B-double Titeliner 
fleet. Given the company’s requirement to have 
a fleet primed and ready to go by mid-year, 
Wightman hit the market in search of a trailer 
manufacturer who would be equal to the task.

“Wightman is known to only use state-
of-the-art equipment, so we knew we had to 
keep to that mantra even if we were strapped 
for time. Vawdrey was able to come to the 
party with the particular designs we needed 
for rear and side loading curtain-siders, the 
capacity and the lead times to have it all 
designed in time,” Peter says, revealing he was 
thoroughly impressed with the performance 
and service Vawdrey has delivered thus far. 

“We started purchasing Vawdrey gear in 
2010 because they are renowned for reliability, 
service, competitive pricing and generally 
maintaining good relationships in the market. 

In fact, ‘brilliant’ and ‘on the money’ are the 
best terms I can use to sum it all up.”

According to Peter, the new Vawdrey B-doubles 
will bring Wightman’s fleet up to more than 126 
trailers – including 60 refrigerated vans, 28 
(14-pallet) rigids, as well as 27 prime movers that 
pull B-double combinations and road trains alike. 
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Established in 1974, Vawdrey has become one 
of the most influential trailer manufacturers 
in Australia and the largest privately 

owned entity in the industry. But the name is 
not just a byword for smart engineering; it is 
a symbol for staying power and reliability. 

“There’s no sitting still here. Mick Vawdrey has 
always put a premium on improving Vawdrey’s 
services, support and resources Australia-wide 
and his son Paul has continued that success,” 
says National Sales Manager, Justin Simmonds. 
“We provide a reliable, honest product, but 
we want people to know we constantly work 
on all other parts of the business too.”

According to Justin, building and maintaining 
a nationwide service network is just as important 
as providing the right product in the first place. 
And as such, over the past two years, the company 
has focused its efforts on expanding its national 
coverage to all strategically important logistic 
hubs. “This strategy led to the establishment of the 
new service centre in Darra, Queensland in 2011 
and our new Welshpool facility in WA in 2012.

“From a strategic standpoint, we identified 
that was where Vawdrey needed to be present. 
To meet the growing demand for technical 
support, repairs and service, you need to 
make sure clients don’t have to travel too 
far and that you have people on the ground 
to execute that at all times,” Justin adds. 

“In saying that, bigger facilities also give us 
plenty of room to store and supply more products 

and parts for our clients’ requirements. Experience 
has shown that Queensland and WA customers will 
be best served by having one dedicated branch 
acting as a true one-stop-shop in multiple locations 
close to important highway access points.”

And the establishment of facilities in growth 
areas will continue, with an all-new Queensland-
based service centre scheduled to be completed by 
2014. “Our company is extremely passionate about 
delivering customer satisfaction from the initial 

purchase to aftermarket and customer support,” 
Justin says. “Vawdrey will always offer new trailer 
sales, second-hand trailers, and even custom-
built vehicles if required; as well as spare parts. 
On top of that we also offer service and repairs.

“At the end of the day, representing 
Vawdrey is not just about selling and keeping 
our clientele happy on a superficial level. It’s 
all about helping them out to give them the 
best possible solution for their operation.”

The Vawdrey Australia story is a tale of success, but also one of persistence, 
ingenuity and clever trailer design. Most importantly, though, it’s about branching 

out of your comfort zone and being there for your clientele in the long run.

FAMILY COMPANY
O N  T H E  M O V E

Vawdrey Victoria 
Ph: (03) 9797 3700

Vawdrey New South Wales 
Ph: (02) 9421 6444

Vawdrey Queensland  
Ph: (07) 3217 0900

Vawdrey Western Australia
Ph: (08) 9356 1333

Vawdrey South Australia
Mob: 0447 343 579
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Paul Vawdrey, National Sales Director with Justin Simmonds, National Sales Manager.


